Use Clear2there Smart Premise technology to monitor fuel, water, fertilizer and other liquids in tanks, remotely with your smartphone or remote device.

The Clear2there Smart Farm Solutions leverages your various farming operations and can all be monitored via a remote device, such as a etablet, smartphone, laptop and desktop.

Set rules, check status, remote arm/disarm capabilities and more.

Fuel and Fertilizer tank monitoring and level alerts sent automatically via text, email and text to voice calls.
All in one tank meter with Modbus connectivity for communication, via wired or wireless options. Optional positioning into the tank and calibrated based on the type of liquid (gas, diesel, water, fertilizer, or other). Calibration based on the size of the tank.

Fuel probe is selected based on the type of liquid being measured and the size of the tank.

Reach tanks in remote areas via a point to point wireless radio solution. Range up to 1500’ and can support multiple tank communications back to the gateway.

Manage your operations, remotely and from your local desktop.